
T̀ic Jack Ruby file, #44ri1639 

?Bl claims to exemption reeeires ma to apeeal ell eithholdings 

and I do this. The reasons vary from the systematic withholding of 

e public domain to failure to die se what is reasonably segregab . 

oue claim include aims to privacy when there is no privacy t protect and 

claims to confidential source when the source is 	only' source of when the 

source 	or inforoaat are known and not eeoret. 

I am also forced to appeal the withholding of records reisrrea to and not pro- 

vided in these files by the FBI's manner of prooessing them. It has, for one example, 

employed the explanation "previously processed" to justify not providing records listed, 

while never defining this on the workahe ta. he meter nz of peeviously processed" has 

varied from the false to the meaningless. The false is the representation in letters 

signed by Kr. freight that "previously peooessed" Leans I wee give4 the record from 

Pelle files. Wben checking disclosed to me that this eqs falee/ that representation was 

abandoned by the FBI. It is meaningless to claim that any record was provided from 

FBlee files because the numbering in FEIN files does not coiacide with those in the 

field Wiese and it is impossible to identify the record if provided from files. 

roover, I took this up in advance of the processing of any Dallas files with Civil 

vision counsel Dan metcalfe, based on prior expeedenoe with the prooessiag of field 
ce files in the King 6age, Mr, fetcalfe promised me a copY of the inventory that 

bare been made in Dallas, prior to sending the records to Washington, and I 

bavo not received it. I told him that the claim "preVionele processed" is one I oould 

not accept, and I explained why from the Fix% records experience,. While I was led to 

believe that I would be provided with QOpiss °f its  Della*Sec-6rd* {seed Weigh* enough 

file cabinets to hold them) Mr. ketcalfe should have understood that in what he are  

the FBI did I would be foreed into a blanket appeal, with all the costs that entails 

for the Department and the FBI. I believe that the processing of all Dallas records 

would have cost lees and taken less time and made for greater compliance. I believe 

that one of the reasons for not processing thank VW the (expressed) tow W my UP,  

posing further FBI inconsistency and unjustified and unjustifiable withhollimge. 

ftereOceet there are notatLoas on field office records that do not appear on Be copies. 

These notations have significance for me. In addition, the government has no right 

under the Act, as I umierstand the t, to decide for me what information is signifiont. 

(The FBI also uses "spbstaative in a sense that requires *groomed with the Flair 

approach to and "solution* of the crimes investigated as well as in interpretation 

of information prtvided.) 

The result is that I believe the FBI has created a situation ire which the processing 

of the entire file must be done over again to comply with the Request and the Act. 

Appe 



Section 12 

1 	rial 94, only 1 of 3 pp. provided. Ceiim to 71). Worksheets oittachea as 1. 

2 	Serial 172, withheld entirely uadee e)eie to 7(. 

3 	'Consent to search" 	attached, As record etatee. 

Ire this Section and in those fellowtag there are referrals to other aeenciee some 

of which have a very had record in inordinate delays in proceacing referred records. 

is particularly true of the CIA. The refervals were made as early as une. 

y the end of October there has been reasonable tine for these records to have 

been provided. Under the A41 I believe net provieing the recezdo referred after 

sore than tee months is a de facto denial and this is a blanket appeal from all 

aueh denials. eoreovor, individual seatences and parearaehe of records are 

withheld under claim to refereal, indicating the use of information related to 

other agencies rather than the referral of copies provided by ocher agencies. 

appeal this also for the same reasons. 

Tilers is reference to a Ruby Chronology (and in a Dallas to Retreit teletype 

dated 11/27/63. No Ruby chronology is protided, moo is identifiable as 

"previously processed." 
Sec 8 	Serial 669, claim to 7D and So  withheld. I appeal also all claims to 7S in these 

records as not justified.(3ome are ludicrous and can be identified.) 

5 	Serial 659 is not provided. Instead there 13 a charge out indicating it was 

transferred to another file from which it was not provided. Even this charge ou 

has e  instead of the Serial in that file, making it totally unidentifiable if 

copies were provided from that file (which happens 	to have been provided 

in any event). In other instaacee there is reference to destruction of the Serial, 

eith the explanation that a copy exists in another file, free which no copy was 

provided. I intend this as a blanket appeal of all such withholdings. 

6 	Serial 682 sets forth a list of interviews conducted, indicates there are to be 

further interviews of soles of those listed, and sets forth leads to other offices. 

No such records are provided or, if indicated as °previously processed," are 

identifiable as such or can be related to Serial 682. 

Not included in this Serial and indic4tive of other shier  sj.1ar records not provided 

is Serial 1509, Section 15. This refers to still other interviews of "news media 

personnel," DL TT 12/3/63 and. WFO TT 12/4/63, also not provided. or is the 

"enclosed" FD302 interview with lerald" O'Leary, "better known as Jernr..0" 

provided. 

Section 11* 

7 	Serial invisible, this record appears to refer to a woman known, among other things, 
as '4ancy Perrin (Rich, and also later remarried again). She was a witness before 



the domnission, which published her testimony and relevant exhibits. (1 sill be 
providing other records from which there are unjustifiable eithholdings as they axe 
°Oviedo) Record:. of the ieveotigation and tests referred to net provided. l'his it 

 me because friends in 	eeee not able to locate the apartment for me 
from her testimony and neeauso believing other FBI and Secret Service records mis-
dixected attention to a "colonel" who clearly could not have been the one intended, if 
her story was eget fabricated. 
In the end a considerably mythology was orested, whether or net any part had eSY 
substance. The result is that I cat required to ask forn and all records relating 
to Nancy RSerrin and her then rteceased buebend Perrin, ilto appears to have had an 
earlier history of running guns, however or wherever filed and under any of her names, 
which are many. There is a total abstlece of what the FAX could not have ignored, her 
Garrison involvement. These records contain no indicatiom of it. 
There is no basis for any privwy withhholding because she has been rather boastful 
of her (s)exploits, including as a professional informant. This is among the Com-
miseiou'e publiehed exhibits. 
The records of lerrin's 1962 death, ruled suicide in New gleans, are public doeain, 
thanks to one of rarrison's adventures that was to have marked the 10th anniversary 
of the JIK assassination • and 4 aborted, earning ae loVe therefrom, In fact 
surprised that DFO still withholds oS this Penn those ooOdemnatiot of me as a CIA 
agent. Jones lives, published aad is extensively filed in the Dallas Field )ffioe 
and its jurisdiction. His address is Midlothian and I can provide a list of DFO 
fits Umbers for him - but now do not. (Remember also my PA request, also of Da las.) 
AM of this gets to what Dallas is also withholding, records of investigation relating 
*it dealoroirkp4cuo-An as Downtoen tiu'locani(emul, locate near the scene of the crime. 
Its many other involvoment3 in rccorde include repeated reports that the non-driver 
Oswald had a oar demonstration and wild ride just prior to the assassination. Some 
withholdings in records provided, Pittsburgh and West Virginia, appear to relate to 
one of these people, jack Lawrence. If so it is all in the public damain. 
All of this and much more is well known in the Dillies and New Orleans field offices, 
whether or not in 2bilis, as it should be in connection with (4arrison. This relates to 
still other withholdings that Illerewiith appeal, the records not haeing been provided. 

The worksheets for Section eappear to be in error on page 8 in jumping into 
the 1200s. The analyst did not bother to identify the Section. We added it. These 
pages also serve to confirm that processing was in June. (Others f not dated.) 
Here I reeer to whet I state earlier relating to referrals. 



Sec.-2-5-  le connection with the earlier appeal of the denial of the pre-assassination 
4 

files relating to "ack Ruby I proviae herewith/go/44X of 44-1639-2830, which ree. 

fleets the. content of pre-assassOation Ruby records. 

"Earl Goetz" is actually *friend Earl Golz, who provided me with stems of the 

proofs provided earlier relating to 	assassination records provided to others and 

withheld from me. (He has informed me of other instances since theue) For see yeaxs 

o

▪  

lz has been en investigative reporter for the Dallas korning 14fres. (See separate Hosty appeal.) 

The Alvaukee interview has not been provided. (Last paragraele) 

Reference to the earlier records is in the second paragraph., which begins, 

"Dallas filet showi..." and refers to information of 15 months pry e to the 

assassination. 

Warren Commission records also reflect the used for about sight Fa contacts 

to exist* 

In this connection also herewith is what appears to be r4 e1639.1892, the last 

pert of the last seateace of which is withheld on claim to b2 and 7d* iormally 

this elate relates to an informant, although in a case of this nature it is not 

*solely" o f intereot to the FBI that there is an informant. 

If the reference is to Ruby I believe the words should not be withheld. If the 

felferenoe is to Liardee or another as an informant, I believe only the material that 

can identify can be withheld. 

1/ 

	

	#44-4639-.2837 refers to other records I do not recall receiving. The first 

paragraph quotes the pronouncement from the Director not provided and chat also 

from my recollection is not provided, the Director's approval of another interview 

with ruby. If ;fir. zalley gads any kind  of record, I do not reAeall receiving it. 

The handwritten note, only partly legible on the copy provided, may lead to other 

records. If the questions were sent and reeords made of what iaioreatioa teeree 

after was received and the details of obtaining it I do not recall anything of 

this nature ia the recordo provided. 

R'eee. Lre;e. 07/78 

-. The long delay in resneieg this comes from the considerable amount of time required 

to address long, false, misleading and deceptive affidavits that are quite costly to 

the deeartment and ill Ceee75.1996 have not heIied it in any way, eeeeet thee the 

clear purposes of the 'efd, to stonewall and waste me and my time, are accomplished. 

Separately I have offered a copy of one of these, by Se 2eckwith, of /11/78, and I 

have provided a cony of the beginning of my response to it. I am providing a copy of 

the transcript of the status call of OX 9/14/78 ie the hope it will be helpful. 



Because of these successful efforts to waste my time I leek time for reviewing 
what I have written to pick up the threads, avoid duplieation and assure sequential 
order. 

ec• 	Serial 2433 reflects the frivolity and ineeneisteacy of the Mi t?, claim to tOle /le 
privacy exeept loo. ce providine the first ?ago onI..+ . This record eakes it ()leer 
that the named 'rather (Web, but accomodating broom" was sharing the Meyers hotel 
roomAm2 

/3 	1/7/64, no serial discernible SAYeggs to dAtl bears the typed notation 
"(Lead Sheet 92.)" I have not received copien of these load aheets. Jews are mie-
spelled. "Lehrer' is probably Lehrer, ?abrade is probably Zapruder, 

ere: /4 	aerial 1692 or 3g, weelear, 12/11/63 Albaqaarque teletype, appears to withhold /4 
information already disclosed. 

sec-2° 	Serial 2101, worksheets of Vol. 2 provided - I app  eel  the denial, particularly lee 
of reasonably segregible informations 

/6 	Serial 2052, Vol. 20, I appeal the denial. Worksheet PrOlideii• 
se 

/ 	Serials 2134, 2142, 41. 21, worksheet provided, I appeal the deniels. 
See. 2.5 12/20/63, attached, illegible ccrial, withholds public iaformation under elate 

to 7C. It also refers to information not provided ead makes clear that the FBI was 
opt totally detached from the Ruby prosecution. 

see 'IV Serial 3190 is on of several record referring tot the providing of 3z5 cards /4 
eee that are abet ye withheld. I appeal the denial of the indexing, which sea es also that 

I am asking again for all indices. Serial 3157 is another, ae is 354(7)5. I do not 
rem 411 rooeiring er reading the referred-to sirtel of 12/12/63. 

e•e7.-14'  . 	Serial 38??, 0/64 of jTElmvs is provided agaia because of the frivolous and 
inconeistent claim to priveca. In Shia instance the woman was carried to a man who 
became ono of the so-called mysterious deaths. Ie thie ease also the man who wanted 
to avoid her hieband is alleged to have had imeresting relations. 'e has been the 
subject of such public (wisort not of the naaturo of this record, _Sec. 32 - 23 

2si Serial 42(el, worksheet previded- I believe there is reasonably se 	le inforaation. 
c•?‘^ 5°-  • Sams for 4472. Pages showing the obliterations were not provided. Same for 4709, 4729 aee.37- 24 

sec  3g 	Serial 4768, I am appealing this and all other claims to (7)C0 on the ground that 
27-"the claim do not meet the requirements of the Act and are not in accord with the 

standards of recent deciskons includiag, I believe, l'arks or Ray, CIA appeals cases. 
Same for 4785,4822 (woekeheot provided). 

5ee. et°  Serial 4931, I appeal the withholdine on the ground that it is not necessaary and 
30 "3 had been disclosed anyway.. I believe this inconsistence extends to other records, some 

providing and some withholding the name. I believe that 4931, 4941,4942,4953,4963,5003 
and 5029 relate. Because of the passing of time my  recollection may be wrong but I 



the withheld name is Johnson, not withheld elsewhere. Where it is not withheld the 
FBI's stated reason for not withholding is vengeance, which I do not recall from 
the Ant or its legislattle history. The FBI has not made a vice of consistency. 
These records also reflect a classic type of FBI withholding, bb providing only some 
of the records. Browder ray not have had a Ruby connection but he did have a Cuban 
connection that was relevant in any JFK aosaseJestion investigation. 

sec. Lit 	Serial 5022, woekaheet provided, no reasonably zegregible part provided. 7 
Secr-  

3
4 7- 	Serial 5158, worksheet provided, no reasonable segrogible parts of two withheld 8 
pages furnished. 

.fie c 
3  
. 4 3'  Serial 5546 relates to the withholding eslewhere relating to Nancy Perrin (Rich 
6  
and a variety of other. names). This also refers to Commission records not provided 
from Dallas files. I believe I have appealed these extensive withholdings from the 
file identified as President's Commission ofi(sio) Aezassinations. My belief is ikk# 
that Dallas had more than a single Commission file. 

eee.47 	Serial 5625 reflects a (I) (N) claim I appeal as above, 
5ce e-2- Serial 5618, worksheet provided - no reasonably segregible part provided. 
4e-eV Serial 6021, no reasonably seevereiblc part not obliterated. 5986. ditto. Also 

6059, worksheet erovided. 

Serial 6398 refers to information not erovided. 
- le Anxillary office records are referred to in the attached worksheet, without Serial 

identification. This also reflects other withholdingee  of similar records from similar 
offices and not provided in other parts of this case and related to other cases. Heading  
is "Auxiliary Office 302's"(eio). I have previously called to your attention that I 
have received nothing from the file* of the Freda.. Md. residency. 

See 3 	Section 23: 1 do not know why I waled the worksheets for the entire volume for 
et-7 you but I enclose them. Perhaps this was an error, that I  intended only the first page, 

which shows nothing reasonably segeegible provided from Serial 2507. (Decker is dead.) 

1' 
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